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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a study which is part of a project whose goal
is to detect students’ prior knowledge levels with respect to a target
domain based solely on characteristics of the natural language
interaction between students and a state-of-the-art conversational
Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). We report results on dialogues
collected from two versions of the intelligent tutoring system
DeepTutor: a micro-adaptive-only version and a fully-adaptive
(micro- and macro-adaptive) version. We extracted a variety of
dialogue and session interaction features including time on task,
student-generated content features (e.g., vocabulary size or domain
specific concept use), and pedagogy-related features (e.g., level of
scaffolding measured as number of hints). We present which of
these features are best predictors of pre-test scores as measured by
multiple-choice questions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One-on-one tutoring is one of the most effective forms of
instruction [14, 23, 26] because it opens up the opportunity of
maximizing learning gains by tailoring instruction to each
individual learner. A necessary step towards instruction adaptation
is assessing students’ knowledge such that appropriate instructional
tasks (macro-adaptation) are selected and appropriate feedback is
provided while students are working on a particular task (microadaptation or within-task adaptation). Students’ knowledge state is
a moving target and therefore, continuous monitoring and updating
is necessary which makes the assessment task quite challenging.
We focus in this paper on assessing students’ knowledge at the
moment when they first start interacting with an Intelligent
Tutoring System (ITS), which is a special case of the large problem
of assessing students’ knowledge state, i.e. mental model. Students’
prior knowledge with respect to a target domain is typically
assessed using multiple choice pre-tests although other forms of
assessment may be used.
Assessing students’ prior knowledge is very important task in ITSs
because it serves two purposes: enabling macro-adaptivity in ITSs
[14], and, when paired with a post-test, establishing a baseline from
which the student progress is gauged by computing learning gains.
While the role of pre-test is important for macro-adaptivity and for
measuring learning gains, a major challenge is the fact that the pretest and the post-test usually take up time from actual learning. Pretest may even have a tiring effect on students. Last but not least,
designing good pre- and post-tests requires domain expertise and
could be an expensive effort. Being able to infer students’

knowledge directly from their performance would eliminate the
pre-test thus saving time for more training, getting rid of the tiring
effects or testing anxieties, and reducing developers’ effort.
In this paper, we focus on identifying the most important dialogue
features that best correlated with students’ prior knowledge as
measured by pre-tests consisting of multiple-choice questions. This
work is part of a large effort which has two major research goals:
(1) to understand to what extent we can predict students’ pretraining knowledge levels from dialogue features and (2) what is
the minimum length of dialogue that is sufficient for predicting
students’ knowledge states/levels with good accuracy.
An interesting aspect of our work is the fact that we assess students’
knowledge levels from training sessions collected from two
versions of the intelligent tutoring system DeepTutor: a microadaptive-only version and a fully-adaptive version (the fully
adaptive is both macro- and micro-adaptive). Micro-adaptivity is
about within-task adaptation: the capacity of the system to select
appropriate feedback at every single step while the student is
working on an instructional task. The fully-adaptive condition adds
macro-adaptivity on top of micro-adaptivity; macro-adaptivity is
about selecting and sequencing an appropriate set of tasks to each
individual student based on her knowledge level. We used a macroadaptivity method based on an Item-Response Theory approach
[15]. As such, in the micro-adaptive-only version of DeepTutor,
students worked on tasks following the one-size-fits-all approach,
while in the fully-adaptive condition, 4 different task sequences
were assigned to students based on their knowledge levels: low,
medium-low, medium-high, and high. Analyzing the data from
both conditions, our goal is to identify dialogue features and models
based on these features that are good predictors of students’ prior
knowledge as measured by pre-test scores.

2. RELATED WORK
The most directly relevant work to ours is the one by Lintean and
colleagues [10] who studied the problem of inferring students’ prior
knowledge in the context of an ITS that monitored and scaffolded
students’ meta-cognitive skills. They compared student-articulated
prior knowledge activation (PKA) paragraphs to expert-generated
paragraphs or to a taxonomy of concepts related to the target
domain (i.e. human circulatory system). Students’ prior knowledge
levels were modeled as a set of 3 categories: low, medium, and high
mental models. There are significant differences between the two
approaches. First, we deal with dialogues as opposed to explicitly
elicited prior knowledge paragraphs. Second, we do not have access
to gold standard paragraphs or correct answers or a taxonomy of
concepts that would allow us to make direct comparisons. Third,
we model students’ prior knowledge using their score on a
multiple-choice pre-test.
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Predicting students’ learning and satisfaction is another area of
research relevant to our work, and one of the earliest and most
useful applications of Educational Data Mining [cf. 13]. ForbesRiley and Litman [6] used the PARADISE framework [24] to
develop models for predicting student learning and satisfaction [7].
They used 3 types of features: system specific, tutoring specific,
and user-affect-related. They used the whole training session as a
unit of analysis, which is different from our analysis, in which the
units are instructional tasks, i.e. Physics problems. Also, their work
was in the context of a spoken dialogue system, while ours focuses
on a text/chat-based conversational ITS. In addition, they focused
on user satisfaction and learning, while we are interested in
identifying students’ prior knowledge.

analysis, we included only 150 the students who finished all
sessions in one sitting. They were randomly assigned to one of two
conditions mentioned earlier: micro-adaptive-only (µA; n=70) and
fully-adaptive (ϕA; n=80). In this paper, we only analyze the
dialogues corresponding to the first session of training as it was
closest to the pre-test. The data consists of a total of 8,191 student
dialogue turns (9,256 sentences) out of which 4,587 (5,102
sentences) belong to µA condition, and 3,604 (4,154 sentences) to
ϕA condition. Before feature extraction, the dialogues were
preprocessed using Stanford NLP Parser [18]. The preprocessing
pipeline consisted in 5 steps: tokenization, sentence splitting, part
of speech (pos) tagging, lemmatization, and chunking.

Williams and D’Mello [25] worked on predicting the quality of
student answers to human tutor questions, based on dictionarybased dialogue features previously shown to be good detectors of
cognitive processes [cf. 25]). To extract these features, they used
LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) [10], a text analysis
software program that calculates the degree to which people use
various categories of words across a wide array of texts genres.
They reported that pronouns and discrepant terms are good
predictors of the conceptual quality of student responses. Some of
our features are informed by their work.

The features we mined from dialogues was inspired by the work
mentioned in section 2 of the paper, as well as by studies on
automated essay scoring [16] in which the goal was to infer
students’ knowledge levels or skills from their essays. Also, our set
of features is grounded in the learning literature as explained next.

Yoo and Kim [27] worked on predicting the project performance of
students and student groups based on stepwise regression analysis
on dialogue features in Online Q&A discussions. To extract
dialogue features they made use of LIWC too, but also of Speech
Acts [11], a tool for profiling user interactions in on-line
discussions. They found that the degree of information provided by
students and how early they start to discuss before the deadline are
2 important factors in explaining project grades. A similar research
was conducted by Romero and colleagues [13], who also included
(social) network related features. Their statistical analysis showed
that the best predictors related to students’ dialogue are the number
of contributions (messages), the number of words, and the average
score of the messages.

3. THE DATA
We conducted our research on log-files from experiments with
DeepTutor [14], the first ITS based on the framework of Learning
Progressions (LPs) [3]. DeepTutor is a conversational ITS based on
constructivist theories of learning, which encourages students to
self-explain solutions to complex science problems and only offers
help, in the form of progressively informative hints, when needed.
This type of adaptivity, within a task, is also known as microadaptivity [21]. Our approach to predict students’ knowledge levels
relies on the fact that each DeepTutor-student dialogue has its own
characteristics, strongly influenced by student’s profile.
Our work is based on data collected from students interacting with
DeepTutor after-school, outside the lab, in the course of a multisession online training experiment that took place in the fall of
2013. This was possible because DeepTutor is a fully-online
conversational ITS, accessible from any device with an Internet
connection. During the experiment, students took a pre-test, trained
with the system for about one hour each week for a period of 3
consecutive weeks, and then took a post-test. Each training session
consisted in solving a sequence of 8 physics problems with help
from DeepTutor. The pre-test and post-test were taken under the
strict supervision of a teacher. During the 3 training sessions,
students were exposed to 3 different topics, one topic per week, in
the following fixed order: force and motion (Newton’s first and
second laws), free-fall, vectors and motion (2-D motion). In our

4. THE FEATURES

The proposed dialogue features can be classified into 3 major
categories: time-on-task, generation, and pedagogy. In general,
time-on-task, which reflects how much time students spend on a
learning task, correlates positively with learning [20]. We measured
time-on-task in several different ways as: total time (in minutes) or
normalized total time (using the longest dialogue as the
normalization factor). Additional time-related features were
extracted such as the average time per turn and winsorized versions
of the basic time-related features. Generation features are about the
amount of text produced by students. Greater word production has
been shown to be related to deeper levels of comprehensions [2,
22]. Pedagogy features refer to how much scaffolding a student
receives (e.g. number of hints) during the training. Scaffolding is
well documented to lead to more learning than lecturing or some
other less interactive type of learning such as reading a textbook
[22]. Feedback is an important part of scaffolding and therefore we
extracted features regarding the type (positive, neutral, negative)
and frequency of the feedback [17].
We extracted raw features as well as normalized versions of the
features. In some cases, the normalized versions seem to be both
more predictive and more interpretable. For instance, the number
of hints could vary a lot from simpler/short problems, where the
solution require less scaffolding in general even for low knowledge
students, to more complex problems which would require more
scaffolding as there are more steps in getting to the solution. That
is, a normalized feature, such as the percentage of hints, would
allow us to better compare the level of scaffolding in terms of hints
across problems of varying complexity or solution length. In our
case, we normalized the number of hints by the maximum number
of hints a student may receive when answering vaguely or
incorrectly at every single step during the dialogue. This number
can be inferred from our dialogue management components.
We mined a total of 43 features from 1,200 units of dialogue which
led to 43×1,200= 51,600 measurements. The unit of dialogue
analysis was a single problem in a training session. Because the
force-and-motion training session consisted of 8 problems, and we
collected 150 sessions from 150 students, we ended up with
8×150=1,200 units. Due to space constraints, we do not provide the
full list of features:
Time-on-task features: total_time (the time length of the dialogue
in minutes), avg_time_per_turn (the average length of a student
turn in minutes);
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Generation features: dialogue_size (length of the student dialogue
(number of words, no punctuation included)), avg_dialogue_size_
per_turn, #sentences (number of sentences), #chunks (number of
syntactic constituents), vocSize (vocabulary size), content_vocSize
(vocabulary size of content words), non_content_vocSize,
dialogue_length_div_voc (#words divided to vocabulary size),
%physicsTerms (percentage of physics related words out of those
used), %longWords (percentage of words longer than 6 characters),
posDiversity (number of unique different pos-es divided by
vocabulary size), %puctuation (percentage of punctuation out of all
tokens), %articles, %pronouns, %self-references, totalIC (total
Information Content of the dialogue: explained below),
totalIC_per_word, positiveness (text positiveness computed based
on SentiWordNet: explained below), negativeness.

identical procedure is applied for finding the negative words.
Dialogue positiveness (negativeness) is simply computed as the
sum of the values assigned to all positive (negative) words found in
the text, divided by the total number of words in that text.

Scaffolding features: #turns (number of student turns),
#normalized_turns, #c_turns (number of student turns classified as
contributions), %pos_fb (percentage of turns for which student
received positive feedback), %neg_fb, pos_div_pos+neg (positive
feedback divided by positive plus negative feedback),
vague_div_vague+pos (neutral feedback divided by positive plus
neutral feedback), #shownHints (number of shown hints),
#shownPrompts (number of shown prompts), #shownPumps
(number of shown pumps).

5.1 Feature Analysis

Next, we discuss on short the dialogue features on the Information
Content and positive-negative polarity.
Information Content (IC) was used by Resnik [12] to measure the
informativeness of a concept c, on the assumption that the lower
the frequency of c, the higher its informativeness. Resnik made use
of Princeton WordNet [5] and its hierarchical taxonomy, where
each node is a concept, also called synset. The more general
concepts are at the top of the hierarchy, while the specific ones, at
the bottom. Each synset can be realized in texts by any of the
specific senses of certain words (i.e. literals), which are considered
to be part of that synset. To count the frequency of a nominal synset
s in a reference text, Resnik sums the frequencies of the literals of
s and those of all the synsets for which s is a parent in the hierarchy.
Thus, the estimated probability of occurrence can be easily
computed and so is the IC value for that synset.
We replicated Resnik’s work on WordNet 3.0 for all pos-es.
Starting from synsets, we transferred the IC values to individual
words. If a word has various senses associated with different
synsets, we assign to it the IC value corresponding to the most noninformative synset, so that high IC values are only associated with
informative words. For a word that does not appear in WordNet,
our algorithm selects a WordNet literal of the same grammatical
category, so that the similarity between the two is sufficiently high
according to an LSA model built on the whole Wikipedia [19]. We
compute the IC of a text as the sum of the IC values for its words.
To include features on the Positive-Negative Polarity of the
dialogues, we made use of an updated version [1] of SentiWordNet
[4] in which, each WordNet synset is assigned scores representing
the polarity strength on 3 dimensions: Positive, Negative and
Objective. Based on SentiWordNet, we extracted two lists: one of
positive and the other one of negative words along with computed
scores for positivity and respectively, negativity. For each word in
WordNet, we summed up the values on all 3 polarity dimensions
corresponding to the synsets that contain that word. If the Positive
dimension value (p) is at least twice the Negative value (n) and also
p is greater or equal to the Objective value (o) or greater than a
certain threshold (> 2), than that word is added to the list of positive
words with a positivity value computed as p / (p+ n + o). An

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our larger goal is to understand how various dialogue units,
corresponding to one problem in a session, individually and as
groups, relate to students’ prior knowledge as measured by the pretest, which is deemed as an accurate estimate of students’
knowledge level. The group analysis would indicate after how
much dialogue, corresponding to consecutive training problems,
one can accurately infer students’ pre-test score. We present in this
paper only our initial feature analysis, due to space reasons.

We started by extracting all the above-mentioned features for the
sub-dialogues corresponding to individual problems. We worked
on 1,193 sub-dialogues spanning over 7,927 turns (6.64 on
average), 5,441 minutes (4.56 on average), with a total length of
74,036 words (62.05 on average). The next step was to identify the
features whose values best correlate with the pre-test scores. We
considered both the entire pre-test (an extended version of Force
Concept Inventory) [8], which can be seen as assessing students
overall knowledge with respect to Newtonian Physics, but also the
pre-testFM: the portion of the pre-test containing questions directly
related to the force-and-motion training session. Table 1 shows
correlations of features with the pre-test scores for µA condition.
Table 1. Correlations values with pre-test (top) and pretestFM (bottom) for interesting features on each of the 8
problems in the µA condition.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

f1

-0.36
-0.408

-0.408
-0.333

-0.141
-0.162

-0.176
-0.182

-0.225
-0.256

-0.136
-0.225

-0.254
-0.25

-0.181
-0.219

f2

0.344
0.358
-0.423
-0.433
-0.448
-0.473
0.458
0.458
-0.424
-0.464
-0.404
-0.385

0.262
0.221
-0.403
-0.293
-0.444
-0.334
0.368
0.297
-0.425
-0.314
-0.386
-0.284

0.242
0.254
-0.303
-0.268
-0.333
-0.305
0.193
0.122
-0.215
-0.248
-0.295
-0.225

0.202
0.183
-0.295
-0.296
-0.308
-0.295
0.36
0.386
-0.291
-0.318
-0.352
-0.31

0.213
0.157
-0.35
-0.305
-0.34
-0.278
0.254
0.206
-0.284
-0.223
-0.28
-0.219

0.23
0.125
-0.245
-0.258
-0.36
-0.351
0.208
0.168
-0.326
-0.317
-0.337
-0.304

0.321
0.267
-0.283
-0.29
-0.361
-0.331
0.311
0.251
-0.415
-0.393
-0.194
-0.158

0.236
0.216
-0.225
-0.228
-0.276
-0.254
0.264
0.23
-0.326
-0.29
-0.2
-0.208

f3
f4
f5
f6
f7

Table 1 shows that with some exceptions for problem 5, the time
length (f1), the number of sentences (f3), the number of turns (f4),
and the number of hints (f6) and prompts shown (f7) have negative
correlations with the pre-test scores, while the average word-length
of a turn (f2) and the percentage of turns receiving positive
feedback (f5) have positive correlations. These outcomes confirm
similar findings from previous studies [22]. Interestingly enough,
the number of sentences students produce seem to be less and less
correlated with the pre-test scores as the students advance through
the training session.
Correlations for the ϕA condition were derived using a more
complex process given that students were grouped into 4
knowledge levels based on their overall pre-test score and so, 4
different sets of problems were used. As such, we could not conflate
the data across knowledge groups and therefore we studied the
correlations for each set of problems separately. In this case,
because of macro-adaptation, but also because the number of
dialogues for each knowledge level was much smaller (80 students
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were grouped in 4 knowledge level groups: low (14), medium low
(15), medium high (21), and high (30)), the best correlated features
were somehow different. Given the space constraints, we will
present these results in a future paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented our work towards predicting students’ prior
knowledge based on the characteristics of their dialogue while
engaging in problem solving with a conversational ITS. The
proposed dialogue features can be classified into three major
categories: time-on-task, generation, and pedagogy. The features
were analyzed throughout an entire training session using
instructional tasks as the unit of analysis. Our next step would be to
analyze these features across increasing subsets of instructional
tasks, e.g. the first Physics problem in a session vs. first two
problems vs. first three problems, in order to investigate after how
many instructional tasks the features best correlate with prior
knowledge. It should be noted that the more tasks into a session we
consider the more likely the student model may have significantly
change, due to training, compared. Furthermore, we will investigate
these features for students at different prior knowledge level, e.g.
low knowledge vs. high knowledge students. Finally, we plan to
investigate prediction models based on the analyzed features and
also to add affect-related features.
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